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Topics of Conversation

What is Chaikin Money Flow?

What Does Chaikin Money Flow Measure?

How is it Different From Other Volume Indicators?

How Do We Use Chaikin Money Flow?



Chaikin Money Flow (CMF)
Developed by Marc Chaikin, Chaikin Money Flow measures Money Flow Volume over a specific 
period. Money Flow Volume forms the basis for the Accumulation Distribution Line. Instead of a 
cumulative total of Money Flow Volume, Chaikin Money Flow simply sums Money Flow Volume for 
a specific look-back period, typically 20 or 21 days. The resulting indicator fluctuates above/below 
the zero line just like an oscillator. Chartists weigh the balance of buying or selling pressure with the 
absolute level of Chaikin Money Flow. Chartists can also look for crosses above or below the zero 
line to identify changes on money flow.



Chaikin Money Flow (CMF)
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Normal Volume Indicator
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Chaikin Money Flow (CMF)
The key difference between Chaikin Money Flow and other volume indicators is that Chaikin Money 
Flow considers where a product closes in its range in addition to the absolute volume traded on a 
specific day. The theory is that if a product closes near the top of the range on heavier than normal 
volume, it is a sign of accumulation. Products that close near the bottom of the range on heavier 
than normal volume are thought to be under distribution.



Understanding Chaikin Money Flow
Not all price moves are created equal – a stock may go up while “hitting its head on the ceiling” or “bouncing off 
the floor.”

Chaikin Money Flow looks “inside” a stock’s trading activity to distinguish price movements which are likely to be 
supportable based on price/volume patterns, from those which are not. Chaikin Money Flow looks at two important 
factors to determine the likely sustainability of a price move:

● Closing Performance - Has the stock been closing strong during this move?
● Volume Confirmation - Has the move happened on relatively high or low volume?

Buying pressure is represented by stocks which have been closing high in their daily range, on high volume. 
Selling pressure is represented by stocks which have been closing low in their daily range on high volume.



Closing Performance
We look at closing performance—where a stock closes in its range for the day—this determines the direction of 
daily Money Flow.

A rising stock which regains its footing to close strong over time is more likely to continue its upward move.

In both cases, the stock’s Closing Price has moved up 

the same amount. However, Stock A rallied to close 

near its daily high each day, contributing to positive 

Money Flow, while Stock B dipped to close near its low 

each day, contributing to negative Money Flow.



Volume Confirmation
Next we look at the effect of volume, which will determine the magnitude of daily Money Flow. Performance on 
higher-volume days is thought to be a truer indication of what market participants are willing to pay for a stock.

In this example, both stocks alternate between closing 

strong and closing weak. However, Stock A closed 

strong on high-volume days, contributing to positive 

Money Flow, while Stock B closed weak on high-volume 

days, contributing to negative Money Flow.



Money Flow Persistency
When researching a stock, look for evidence of strong money flow persistency, meaning significant regions of 
green over the last 6-9 months. Prefer stocks with strong Money Flow Persistency when possible.

Bullish vs Bearish Money Flow Persistency



Strong Money Flow Persistency
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Strong Money Flow Persistency
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Strong Money Flow Persistency
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Weak Money Flow Persistency
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Weak Money Flow Persistency
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Weak Money Flow Persistency
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Money Flow Divergence

A money flow divergence occurs when a price move is not 
accompanied by a similar change in Money Flow. A 
negative money flow divergence can be an important 
indication of potential short-term risk.

Generally, Money Flow should correlate with price 
movement over time – as price goes up, money flow 
should, on average, get more green, and as the closing 
price goes down over time, money flow should get more 
red. So if a stock has a short-term rally while Money Flow 
stays positive, this confirms the move and doesn’t 
necessarily add any information.

But if a stock has a short-term rally and Money Flow stays 
noticeably red, this could indicate a higher likelihood of a 
pullback.



Money Flow Divergence
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Money Flow Divergence
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Use With Other Analysis Tools

Chart: Optuma

Stock is above the 50-Day Moving Average

Outperforming the Market



Chaikin Analytics, LLC, and its parent Chaikin Holdings, LLC (the “Company”) are not registered as a securities broker dealer or
investment advisor with either the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority.

The Company is not responsible for trades executed by users of their reports, analytics, web sites or mobile apps based on the information
included herein. The information presented in the Company’s reports, analytics, etc. does not represent a recommendation to buy or sell stocks
or any financial instrument nor is it intended as an endorsement of any security or investment. The information is generic by nature and is not
personalized to the specific financial situation of any individual. The user bears complete responsibility for their own investment research and
should seek the advice of a qualified investment professional before making any investment decisions. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results. The alerts and signals within the Company’s website and products are for information only and should not be relied upon for
investment decisions. The Company shall not be liable for any losses incurred as a result of either the accuracy or timing of the alerts. The
Company is not affiliated with any other organization and is not responsible for any losses incurred because of any errors or delays in
transmission of orders to the user’s account with any other organization.

Disclaimer CFTC RULE 4.41: Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain limitations. Unlike an actual performance record,
simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not been executed, the results may have under or over
compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to
the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profit or
losses similar to those shown.

www.ChaikinAnalytics.com/IBKR

For more information
Contact Pete Carmasino - Business Development at 610-

756-0129  

http://www.chaikinanalytics.com/IBKR
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